
Supersize (20X) Models of a .22 LR Cartridge

Models illustrate correct construction of a cartridge as well as cartridge 
defects that can cause safety issues on the range

By Jon Fitch,  Capitol Area Council Shooting Sports Committee
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22 Long Rifle Cartridge – Correctly Manufactured
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22 Long Rifle Cartridge – Correctly Manufactured

Correctly manufactured:  note how there is a full charge of powder in the cartridge and the primer (green) goes 
all the way around the groove in the rim of the cartridge
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Defective 22 Long Rifle Cartridge – Missing Primer

MISFIRE or POSSIBLE HANGFIRE
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If the firing pin strikes the rim of the cartridge where 
there is no primer you will have a misfire.

Always wait 30 seconds before removing a misfire 
cartridge in case you might have a hang fire, i.e. a 
delay in firing.
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Defective 22 Long Rifle Cartridge - Missing Powder

DANGER – POSSIBLE SQUIB
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Primer alone, or primer and an incomplete powder 
charge, may be enough to send the bullet part way down 
the barrel leaving the barrel blocked.

The next round will fire into a blocked barrel, generating 
high pressure and possibly exploding the firearm



What Does The Result of a Squib Look Like?

DON’T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!



How Do I Tell If I Might Have A Squib?

1. Squibs are usually accompanied with a soft pop – it isn’t the full sound of a 
gunshot, but louder than just a click. Unfortunately, this can be easily missed on an 
active firing line with hearing protection.

2. Recoil from a squib is usually very light. This is a much more tactile feedback from a 
squib. If a shot feels very light compared to other shots in a string, stop, and check 
for a squib.

3. A small puff of smoke is possibly the easiest to identify sign of a squib. A small puff 
of smoke can come out of the barrel or come out of the action for a squib.

4. On a semi auto rifle or pistol, a squib will partially cycle the action. If there’s a puff 
of smoke and the action doesn’t cycle, look out for a squib.

https://lockedback.com/explosive-dangers-squib-load-identify-fix/

https://lockedback.com/explosive-dangers-squib-load-identify-fix/


How To Verify You Do/Don’t Have A Squib

If you suspect a squib, stop firing immediately, let your RSO know you might have a 
problem, and check to make sure your barrel is clear:

1. Shine a laser light down the barrel from the end of the barrel to the breach.  
Make sure you see laser light in the breech indicating your barrel is clear. 

2. Run a long thin wood or brass rod down the barrel to check for obstructions.  
Most ranges keep a rod on hand to check for squibs.

NEVER LOOK DIRECTLY DOWN THE BARREL!



How The .22 Long Rifle Cartridges Were Made

The cartridges in the photos are scale oversize models 20X the size (~24” tall) of a 
real .22 LR cartridge (CCI .22 LR FMJ).

• Brass cartridge is made from 4” I.D. PVC pipe.   Bottom rim section is made from three 
different pieces of wood glued together.  Circular pieces were made using a circle cutter in a 
drill press and a band saw

• Bullets were turned on a lathe and small toothpicks were cut and glued in the top groove to 
make the ridges

• Wooden bullets and the bottom rim section were glued onto the PVC pipe using West 
Systems G/flex 655 thickened epoxy designed for bonding to PVC.

• Powder is black aquarium gravel glued with West Systems epoxy onto a hollow semi-circular 
form made of matte board and thin plywood

• Primer is green modeling clay pressed into the groove of the rim

I am willing to lend the cartridges out for training but only to persons who promise
to take very good care of them.  


